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Maths 

TTRS: Soundcheck 

 

I can identify lines of symmetry in 2D shapes presented in different 

orientations. 

BLP – Persevering 

Fluency: 
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Fluency 2: Draw the lines of symmetry on the shapes below. Some 

have 1 line of symmetry, some have more! If you are unable to 

print the pictures – you can use a ruler and draw the symmetrical 

shapes.  Handy Hint: Use an even number number of cms for the 

sides of your shapes not odd! 
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English 

Spelling: The ‘anti-’ prefix usually means against. For example, 

when a car gets too cold, we use antifreeze to ‘go against’ the 

cold and ensure that important parts of the engine don’t freeze. 

Definition: 

antifreeze – a liquid added to water to keep the engine of a car at 

a safe temperature 

Choose one of the other ‘anti-’ words and write its definition. You 

may wish to use the internet, a dictionary or to discuss with an 

adult to help you. 

I can use sensible fronted adverbials for a comparison report 

At the end of the week, you are going to write a comparison report (like 

the one for Tigers and Lions) about the similarities and differences 

between Anglo-Saxon life and modern life.  

 

Hard – Which of these fronted adverbials would be suitable in your 

report? Make a list in your book. 

In the distance, 

… 

Back in those 

times, … 

Under the table, 

… 

In the modern 

day, … 

When Anglo-

Saxons existed, 
… 

Over time, … During the 

Saxon era, … 

Between the 

trees, … 

In fact, … Quickly, … All of a sudden, 
… 

Nowadays, … 

Tip: There are 7 suitable ones to find! 

 

Harder – Choose 3 of the suitable fronted adverbials from Hard and 

create your own sentences 

WAGOLL: In the modern day, farmers use tractors and machinery 

instead of oxen and ards to plough fields.  
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Hardest – Choose one of the categories below 

Girls Boys Houses Cooking Jobs 

Write a paragraph comparing your chosen category in Anglo-Saxon and 

modern times. Try to use 2 or 3 fronted adverbials from today’s lesson.  

A WAGOLL has been done below about farming. 

WAGOLL:  

In Anglo-Saxon times, farmers planted crops like wheat, oats and barley 

and raised animals such as pigs, sheep and cows. Modern farms are 

similar although farmers now have many more plants and animals, as 

well as a much greater variety. During the Saxon era, oxen were crucial 

on farms as they were used to plough the fields. In 2020, farmers use 

tractors and machinery instead as they make the job a lot faster and 

easier. 
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Science (linked with Music) 

I know that the pitch of sounds can be changed. 

Task: Log onto charanga 

 

Go to: Freestyle, Creative Apps, Musical Toolkit and watch the animation 

about pitch.  

 

Go to Freestyle, Listening Calendar and explore the songs for May.  

              

Go to Freestyle, Listening Centre, Listening Games, identifying musical 

concepts and complete the pitch shape game.  

      

 Listen and appraise each song.  

 Answer the questions about each song 

 Find out facts about the song. 

 Discuss the pitch in each song. 

 Which song do you like the best? 

 Why? 

 Which song do you like the least?  

 Why? 

                       


